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- The White House became the center of behind-the-scenes negotiations. End result was the passage of legislation that reflected competing interests.
- In the pre-media era, an essential element of presidential leadership was the ability to craft winning coalitions across party and ideology.
- Example: Lyndon B. Johnson (civil rights and defense spending)
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So it’s TV, my friends, that has ruined almost everything.

Hard-edge rhetoric and personal attacks during campaigns makes it difficult for elected leaders to extend the olive branch once the election is over.

Incumbents must constantly sweat casting the “wrong” vote for fear of it being used against them in the next election.
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If president enjoys strong public support, that popularity creates an important bargaining advantage.

A president with high levels of approval – especially in certain “swing areas” – can often persuade at least a few members of the opposition (e.g., Olympia Snow from Maine) who fear they will not be reelected if they take a stand against a well-liked president.

The central ingredient, then, is the cultivation of public approval (i.e., pandering).

Popularity enables the president to “achieve his program, keep challengers at bay, and guide his and other political leaders’ expectations about the president’s party’s prospects in presidential and congressional elections.” (Brody 1991)
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Reagan was a popular president who used his good acting skills for persuasion.

- Reagan defeated Jimmy Carter on platform of cuts in social welfare programs and increases in defense spending.
- Budget was an abomination to congressional Democrats, who controlled the House.
- Reagan embarked on a systematic media campaign to promote the budget; giving speeches designed to attract coverage from local and network newscasts.
- Reagan said he would personally campaign against any Democrat who voted against his proposal.
- Strategy paid off, budget was passed.
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With Healthcare bill on the line, Obama:

- In one day, Obama appeared on CBS’s Face the Nation, ABC’s This Week, NBC’s Meet the Press, CNN’s State of the Union, and Univision’s Al Punton, con Jorge Ramos
- Over next ten days, he did 60 Minutes, Blomberg TV, CNBC, and the Late Show with David Letterman.
- Obama has elevated Going Public to new heights!
- Obama on Letterman
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Going public is an essential ingredient to political success. Recent presidents have all adapted their behavior to harness the power of television. Today, White House has fifty full-time employees and five distinct organizational branches within the White House counsel’s office.
**Figure 7.1  Media Operations in the White House**

**Assistant/Counselor to the President**

- **Press Office**
  - Assistant to the president & White House press secretary
  - Principal deputy press secretary
  - Press assistants (4)
  - Media assistant (1)
  - Assistant press secretaries (3)

- **Global Communications**
  - Deputy assistant to the president & director of global communication
  - Deputy press secretary

- **Communications**
  - Deputy assistant to the president & communication director
  - Special assistant to the press & deputy director of communication

- **Media Affairs**
  - Special assistant to the president & director of media affairs
  - Special assistant deputy director of communication for production

- **Speechwriting**
  - Deputy assistant to the president & director of speechwriting
  - Associate director of communication for productivity (1)
  - Associate directors of communications (2)

*Source: Data from Kumar, 2003.*
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Source: Data from Policy Agendas Project, 2010.
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- News coverage. Given president as focal point of government and reporters’ reliance on official sources, the president can count on regular and sustained news coverage from all forms of media. Especially in the area of foreign policy.
- Speechmaking. Framers did not expect president to interact with the public. That obviously is different. FDR’s fireside chats, held before a nationwide radio audience.
- The Press Conference